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Compliant Director and Lead BSI Auditor, Mark Henderson commented “This has been another

great site visit for the Compliant team. We take pride in meeting the staff from the companies that 

we support and getting to see where and how our management systems are being implemented.

The team at BDS have been extremely thorough and we were able to see for ourselves at this 

impressive site that the environment and health and safety are being considered at every stage of 

their processes.

We are excited to visit more of BDS Fire’s clients and see how the certifications that we facilitated 

are being embedded across a range of different locations.”

Digital Marketing and Internal Audit Manager, Danielle Barry added “It’s great to be about and 

about again after the restrictions and it was fantastic to visit another client on such a prestigious 

site. Seeing how our management systems are ensuring that the highest standards are met at 

such a prominent location has been extremely rewarding.

Not to mention it’s always exciting to meet the teams that are implementing our framework in real 

life situations. These site visits give us a greater understanding of the requirements of the 

documents that we are developing and how we can make future improvements."

The Outcome

Why BDS Fire decided to invest in ISO

The Process

Compliance Manager, Graham Hawkins explained “Having ISO 14001 and 45001 in place ensures 

that we are complying with health and safety regulations and considering the environment in all of our 

activities. Compliant have been a great support and we look forward to a successful ongoing 

relationship.”

Using information provided by BDS Fire we developed a bespoke management system, organised 

documentation already in place and passed the updated system to an ISO auditor for a stage 1 and a 

stage 2 audit. We managed the audit process on behalf of the client and offered ongoing support with 

surveillances and guidance on how to effectively implement the system.
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